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Platinum - $4,995 

• Engagement session 

• Bridal session (with or without first look) 

• Rehearsal and Rehearsal dinner coverage 

• Up to 10-hrs of wedding day coverage by primary photographer 

• Up to 8-hrs of wedding day coverage by second photographer 

• Digital image files 

• 20x30 canvas 

• 12x12 wedding album (leather or linen cover with 40 pages (approximately 110-120 images in the album) 

• Two 8x8 companion albums (mother and mother-in-law books, leather or linen cover with 30 pages 

(approximately 65-75 images in the books) 

 

Gold - $3,995 

• Engagement session 

• Bridal session (with or without first look) 

• Rehearsal and Rehearsal dinner coverage 

• Up to 8-hrs of wedding day coverage by primary photographer 

• Up to 4-hrs of wedding day coverage by second photographer 

• Digital image files 

• 20x30 canvas 

• 12x12 wedding album (leather or linen cover with 30 pages (approximately 80-90 images in the album) 

 

Silver - $2,195 

• Bridal session (with or without first look) 

• Up to 6-hrs of wedding day coverage by primary photographer 

• Digital image files 

• 12x12 wedding album (leather or linen cover with 20 pages (approximately 50-60 images in the album) 

 

Bronze - $850 

• Up to 3-hrs of wedding day coverage by the primary photographer 

• Digital image files 

 

*** We are more than happy to custom design a package that fits your special day perfectly *** 
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To help explain a little better what all is included in each package (and to share some add-ons that are available), please 

review this additional information. 

 
1. Engagement coverage - This is typically a location session of up to 3-hrs.  The deliverable product is usually a selection 
of images sent electronically by Dropbox, but prints, a book, a canvas, or something else can be added.  This session can 
be anywhere from Charleston, SC to the Columbia area at no additional charge.  I often suggest to couples that hiring 
their photographer for the engagement session is a good “trial run” for the wedding itself.  It lets them see if they feel 
they click with the photographer and, of course, that they love the images.   
 
2. Bridal session - This is all about the bride.  It is a great opportunity to get into the dress and to have a dry run on hair 
and makeup so make sure that everything is the way you want it.  This session is typically somewhere that is dramatic so 
as to make the images striking.  This session can be anywhere from Charleston, SC to the Columbia area at no additional 
charge. 
 
This session is up to 2 hours (though it normally only takes an hour or so because most brides just don't want to be in 
their dresses that long. 
The deliverable product is usually a selection of images sent electronically by Dropbox and most of the time brides will 
order a canvas of their favorite image from the session to display on an easel next to the registration book at the 
wedding.  After the wedding, most brides give the canvas to their mother as a thank-you gift...though some keep it.  I've 
also had them order a second one and do both.  There is a discount on the second canvas of the same image. 
 
A 20x30 canvas is the size that almost all brides get who order one.  If there is no bridal session, we can always make a 
canvas from the engagement session. There is also an option for just a bit more where the canvas will have a "signable" 
wide border all the way around it so that guests can sign the canvas at your reception instead of a book that will never 
be seen again once the reception ends.  I've got other ideas on this too if you’d like. 
 
I have also had couples schedule a first look on this shoot day.  It makes the formal photographs fly by on the wedding 
day and lets us shoot most of them before the ceremony…getting us to the reception much more quickly. 
 
3. Boudoir session - This session is about creating a gift for your fiancée (and you too, of course) that will be loved for 
many years to come.  The session can be at your home, a friend's home, hotel, bed & breakfast, outdoors, warehouse or 
barn (yes, I've shot in all of those locations!) and is a 3-hour session with unlimited outfit changes.  I provide you a PDF 
file of tips and ideas and then we go over the look and feel you would like in the images.  Some want soft and sexy (think 
lingerie or dresses), some want implied nudes (where you know that the person in the image is topless or bottomless or 
both, but you cannot see anything that could not be seen on a beach in a tiny bikini) and some want nudes (shower, tub, 
bed, car, etc).  Whatever looks you would like, I have probably shot them many times in the past and we can make them 
happen for you with your personal twist on the image! 
 
The session includes a beautiful book from the session that is custom designed and that you can approve/change/tweak 
prior to me sending it to print.  You will also receive digital images and a private online gallery for print orders.  I add 
some design elements to customize the book to the two of you and have gotten rave reviews on the book from my 
boudoir clients and their guys/ladies.  If we shoot in a hotel or bed & breakfast, there is a location fee that will depend 
on where we shoot.  I typically try to book more than one session when I am renting a venue so that the location fee for 
each person is not that bad.  Depending on the looks that you want, the location may or may not make a huge impact on 
the images.  I'll be happy to go over that anytime, of course. 
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A hair/make-up artist for the session is a superb idea, in my opinion.  They know how to prepare you for photography 
and the pampering is a nice touch for this type of session.  The rate will depend on who exactly is available on the day 
we shoot, but it is typically in the $85-$250 range.  Another option is to have you makeup done at Ulta, Mac or 
somewhere like that and let them know you are having a boudoir session.  They will typically know what to do.  You can 
also have your hair/makeup done at a shop and then come to the session and save $50 or so.  To me the difference is 
usually nice just to have the person on site.  As a rule, the hair/MUA will prepare you with one look...we shoot a little 
and they change you to another look before heading out.  Of course, it can be arranged however we need and I have 
some in the Charleston, Greenville and Columbia areas with whom I've worked with a lot in the past who are very good 
at what they do. 
 
4. Rehearsal - This is normally an hour or so at the venue and is nearly always the day before the wedding.  It is a good 
way to get some candid images of the wedding party having fun at the rehearsal and also to go over any shooting 
concerns or opportunities that may present themselves.  The deliverable product from rehearsal coverage is a selection 
of images by Dropbox. 
 
5. Rehearsal dinner - The rehearsal dinner coverage is usually about 1.5-2 hours and includes candid shots of the 
wedding party, toasts, gift exchanges,  etc.  The deliverable product is a selection of images by Dropbox. 
 
6. Pre-ceremony - This coverage includes the 'getting ready' period for both the bride and her court and the groom and 
his guys. 
Typically, I arrive where the bride is getting ready about the time that her hair should be done.  I shoot the stylist (or 
friend) putting the finishing touches on the hair and then make-up as well.  Sometimes there are gifts given to the 
bridesmaids (if that didn't happen at a rehearsal dinner), drinks, etc.  We shoot images from a shot list here, so that you 
know what all we are trying to get.  There are also lots of candids and what I call "hey Jeff can we..." shots.  As always, 
the answer is "yes" if you have a special request while we are shooting. 
 
After an hour or so of shooting with the bride, I find the groom and do the same.  It usually takes a little less time with 
the guys, but I've had weddings where the exact opposite was true too.  It really depends on what everyone is doing, 
how active they are and how "into the photos" they are.  Sometimes it is like pulling teeth with the guys and other times 
they are really into it. 
 
If we have done a first look at the bridal session or during the pre-ceremony, we can shoot most of the bridal party 
formals here.  That simply shortens the time between ceremony and reception for the wedding party. 
 
The deliverable product is a selection of images by Dropbox or images to be included in the album.  I'll get to pricing at 
the end. 
 
7. Ceremony - This one is self-explanatory. 
 
8. Formals - This part of the wedding coverage is to shoot photos of the wedding party as a whole, recreate a few 
specific moments from the ceremony and to shoot nice portraits of various family groupings.  The 'must have images' 
will be added to the shot list and my assistant (often times my wife, depending on when the wedding happens) will keep 
up with the list to make sure that nothing is missed. 
 
9. Reception - The reception coverage usually includes the wedding party being introduced into the reception venue by 
the DJ, first dances, toasts, cake cutting, garter and bouquet toss, dancing and 'the getaway.'  This is the longest part of 
the event and there are a couple of options as far as pricing...I'll get to those in a minute. 
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10. Second photographer - Having a second photographer is not necessary for some, but very necessary for others.  For 
the most part, it comes down to the concept that one photographer can be in one place at one time, while two can 
cover more ground.  To add a second photographer for up to 4-hrs of coverage is $500 and for up to 8-hrs of coverage is 
$850. 
 
11. Albums, books, prints, etc. - Usually, couples will add an album, often a canvas and sometimes other books or prints.  
Pricing depends, of course, on what exactly you want, but we can add an album, canvas or other item to the agreement 
if you want.  We can also add a credit for $x.xx if that works better and you can use it however you would like later.  I've 
had a TON of folks incorporate this into their agreement because a family member was covering the photography 
expenses and it was a good way to handle it all up front so that the only thing the couple needs to do after the fact is 
select images for the album, pick cover materials, etc. and approve the layout.  Let me know what you think on this and 
we can add it to the agreement however is best for your particular circumstances.  I can also break down invoicing 
between two of more people if you would like. 


